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1. Introduction to SurveyTrak

The University of Michigan Survey Research Center (SRC) uses SurveyTrak, one of its sample 
management systems, to create cases on the fly in the field and to conduct Blaise 5 surveys for those 
cases.  SurveyTrak runs on Windows laptops and the surveys run as thick client/standalone.  The Blaise
Control Centre is not installed on the laptops; only Dep.exe, Manipula.exe, and a few other files are on 
the laptops.  

SurveyTrak uses SAP’s SQL Anywhere database replication system. Each laptop has a remote SQL 
Anywhere database which replicates to a central, consolidated SQL Anywhere database.  Interviewers 
upload and download survey and sample management data via the replication system.  Data models are 
downloaded via an FTP-based file send utility. This upload/download process is called “send/receive” in 
SurveyTrak.

SurveyTrak is used for multiple studies and each study can have its own survey or set of surveys.  The 
surveys can be compiled in any version of Blaise 4.8+ or Blaise 5.3+. SurveyTrak can also accommodate 
suspending and later resuming surveys as well as updating data models during data collection. 

Each case is treated individually – there is one Blaise database (BDBX) and one AuditTrailData database 
per case.  Merging of the audit data and of the survey data into one master Blaise database happens at 
another point in the process.

2. SurveyTrak Laptop Configuration

2.1 DEP and Manipula Files

The DEP and Manipula files are stored by Blaise version in the folder C:\Blaise: 
C:\Blaise\Blaise4841904 
C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501 
C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675 

Each version folder (e.g., C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675) contains the files required to run the surveys as thick 
client/standalone:

C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675\Dep.exe
C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675\Manipula.exe 
C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675\msvcr100.dll 
C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675\NAudio.dll  This file is required even if the survey isn’t using CARI
C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675\System.Data.SQLite.dll

2.2 Study-Specific Survey Files

The folder C:\BLProj contains subfolders for each study: 
C:\BLProj\ECHO
C:\BLProj\GIT18
C:\BLProj\HRS2018 



C:\BLProj\MEM\MEMBaseline
C:\BLProj\MEM\MEMScreener
C:\BLProj\YWC

Data models for a particular study are stored by version date/time in the folder 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage.  This folder naming convention allows SurveyTrak to simply use the 
most recent data model without having to specify which version should be used.

C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-03-15,22,20,00 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-04-25,16,10,00 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-05-10,14,23,00 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-06-21,16,23,00 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-08-03,09,35,00 

The data model version date/time folder initially contains only the following two files:
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-08-03,09,35,00\Dep.exe.config 
C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage\2018-08-03,09,35,00\HRS18.bpkg 

DEP requires the Dep.exe.config file.  The Blaise programmer creates the file for each version of the data 
model (see step 3.5).  SurveyTrak copies it to the proper Blaise folder (e.g., C:\Blaise\Blaise5431675)
before DEP is called.  Regarding the BPKG file:  SurveyTrak unzips it the first time a particular data 
model is used.  If an updated version of the data model is released during data collection, the new  folder 
and these two files are sent to the SurveyTrak laptops via send/receive.  

3. Preparing the Blaise Data Model 

The Blaise programmer prepares the data model BPKG and Dep.exe.config files as outlined below and 
delivers them to the Interviewer Help Desk staff.  The Interviewer Help Desk staff send the files out to the 
field and the interviewers do a SurveyTrak send/receive to download the files.

3.1 Form Access Mode Setting

A critical Blaise setting for the SurveyTrak thick client/standalone environment is the Form Access Mode
setting.  It needs to be set to “Forms that already exist in database” (see screen shot below). 

3.2 Modify the BPKG File

Once the data model BPKG file is created, the Blaise programmer uses 7-Zip (http://www.7-
zip.org/download.html) or a similar compression utility to delete the BDBX file.  The BDBX file is 
created later on the SurveyTrak laptop by a preload Manipula script (see step 3.3).

3.3 Preload Manipula Script



The Blaise programmer creates an ASCII to Blaise Manipula script which is used by SurveyTrak to create 
the case’s BDBX file.  The compiled Manipula script is added to the BPKG file using 7-Zip.  When 
compiling the Manipula script, one or more $$$.BMIX files may be created.  These files must also be 
added to the BPKG file.    

Sample Manipula script for BDBX creation (ASCII to Blaise): 

3.4 Migration Manipula Script

If there is more than one version of the data model, the Blaise programmer also creates a Blaise to Blaise 
Manipula script which is used by SurveyTrak to migrate suspended cases from one data model to another.
The compiled Manipula script is also added to the BPKG file.  When compiling the Manipula script, one 
or more $$$.BMIX files may be created.  These must also be added to the BPKG file.   

Sample Manipula script for laptop migration (Blaise to Blaise):



3.5 Dep.exe.config File

The Blaise programmer also creates a Dep.exe.config file for each version of the data model. This file is 
not inserted into the BPKG file; it is delivered separately.

Sample Dep.exe.config file: 

4. SuveyTrak Interview Process 

4.1 Conduct Interview

In SurveyTrak the interviewer selects a study, then selects a case to interview.  When the Conduct 
Interview button is clicked, SurveyTrak performs the following actions: 

1. Retrieves the Blaise preload (a caret-delimited string) from the laptop database and writes it to an
ASCII text file called preload.asc. 

2. Temporarily moves the BDIX file to another directory.
3. Unzips the BPKG file if it is the first time an interview is conducted with this version of the data 

model. (The Survey and Settings folders are created when DEP runs.)
4. Constructs a Manipula command and runs Manipula.  The Manipula script used is the Preload 

script from step #3.3.  
5. Overwrites the BDIX file created by Manipula with the BDIX file moved in step #2.  This 

prevents a Blaise “incompatible data” error.
6. Copies the Dep.exe.config file to the proper location.
7. Constructs a DEP command and runs DEP to launch the survey. 

Sample Manipula command:  C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501\Manipula.exe C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage\2018-
08-03,09,35,00\surveys\hrs18\AscToBla.msux -Q:true

Sample DEP command:  C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501\Dep.exe C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage\2018-08-
03,09,35,00\hrs18.bpkg -KeyValue:<case ID> -RunMode:ThickClient -Fields:"xTimegate=1" -
AssignMode:Always  -DataEntrySettings:CAPI_Settings -LayoutSet:HRS_Iwer -
LayoutSetGroup:IWERADMIN -EnableResize:true -InitialWindowState:Maximize -EnableClose:false

4.2 Post-Interview Processing

When the interviewer exits the survey, SurveyTrak performs the following actions: 
1. Zips up the case BDBX and the AuditTrailData.db file and inserts the zip file into a BLOB field 

in the laptop database.  
2. Queries the Blaise database for survey data that the study wants copied to the laptop database. 
3. Updates the laptop database with the following sample management data:



a. Interview status (suspended or completed). 
b. Version of the data model used for the interview. 

4. Deletes the file Dep.exe.config from the Blaise folder (e.g., C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501). 
5. Deletes the following files from the Surveys folder so that the next case is treated as a fresh case: 

a. HRS18.bdbx 
b. HRS18.manifest 
c. RuntimeSessionData2.db 
d. Preload.asc

6. Deletes the following files from the Settings folder so that the next case is treated as a fresh case: 
a. AuditTrailData.db 
b. RuntimeSessionData2.db 

4.3 Resuming Suspended Interviews 

If the interview being conducted was previously suspended, SurveyTrak performs the following actions in 
addition to the actions in step #4.1: 

1. Unzips the BPKG file again if necessary.
2. Retrieves the case BDBX and AuditTrailData.db file from the zip file stored in the laptop 

database and restores them to the Surveys and Settings folders respectively. 
3. Determines whether the survey data need to be migrated to the latest version of the data model.  

a. Queries the laptop database for the data model date/time of the suspended interview.
b. Searches the folder C:\BLProj\HRS2018\Storage to determine whether there are more 

recent data models.
4. If applicable for the study, writes sample management data to the Blaise BDBX.

If migration is needed, SurveyTrak performs the following actions:
1. Creates a Hold folder: C:\blproj\HRS2018\Hold
2. Copies the AuditTrailData.db file of the suspended interview to the Hold directory.
3. For each new data model:

a. Unzips the BPKG file of the new data model if necessary.
b. Temporarily moves the BDIX file to the Hold directory.
c. Constructs a Manipula command and runs Manipula.  The Manipula script used is the 

Migration script from step #3.4.   
d. Overwrites the BDIX file created by Manipula with the BDIX file moved in step #4.c.ii.  

This prevents a Blaise “incompatible data” error.
4. Moves the AuditTrailData.db file from the Hold folder to the new Settings folder. 
5. Copies the Dep.exe.config file of the new data model to the proper location (e.g., 

C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501). 

Sample Manipula command: C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501\manipula.exe C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage\2018-
08-03,09,35,00\surveys\hrs18\BlatoBla.msux -B:False -A:True -Q:True -S:True

4.4 Processing of Survey Data

Interviewers are encouraged to do a SurveyTrak send/receive on a daily basis to upload survey data to the 
consolidated database. An automated merge process runs nightly to process the completed cases that 
have been uploaded that day.  The merge process runs against the consolidated database.  The merge also 
writes to a Microsoft SQL Server database which contains audit data tables for each study.  The audit data 
tables have the same structure as the AuditTrailData.db database and contain all the merged audit data for 
the study. 



The merge process performs the following actions: 
1. Extracts from the consolidated database the case BDBX and AuditTrailData.db files.
2. Uses Manipula to merge the single case BDBX into a master survey data BDBX.
3. Uses ODBC to connect to the SQLite database AudiTrailData.db and copies the audit data to the 

study’s audit data schema in the SQL Server database.
4. If migration of the master survey data BDBX is required, migrates the master survey data.
5. Migrates the single case BDBX if required before merging it into the master survey data BDBX.

Sample Manipula script for master survey data merge (Blaise to Blaise): 

Sample Manipula script for master survey data migration (Blaise to Blaise): 

5. Sample Management System Configuration 

SurveyTrak is a data-driven application.  All the information required for the system to function is in the 
consolidated SurveyTrak database.  A subset of the consolidated database replicates to each laptop’s 
database.  Preloaded data used to create cases on the fly come from the database, as do the parameters for 
launching a survey.  The survey data are also stored in the database as a BLOB data type.  The primary 
key for most of the tables is the study ID and the case ID. 

Some of the key tables are as follows:
tSample_Line: Preloaded with sample management information at the case level.  Updated with 
survey status and survey data as needed when the survey is exited.



tCapi: Preloaded with the survey preload at the case level.  Updated with the data model 
date/time and the survey data BLOB when the survey is exited.
tBlaise:  Contains one row per study and per instrument.  Contains information about how DEP 
and Manipula commands are constructed and other instrument parameters.
The nightly merge process has its own set of tables for merge criteria and merge tracking.

Table 1. Sample Data from the tBlaise Table
Column Value Description
SRC.SRO.HRS2018.PROD Study ID
SELF SurveyTrak instrument/survey ID
C:\Blaise\Blaise5301501 The version of Blaise to use and the location on the laptop of the DEP

and Manipula EXEs.  The Dep.exe.config file is copied to this folder by 
SurveyTrak before DEP is called.

Dep.exe.config Name of the config file needed by DEP
C:\blproj\HRS2018 Study’s root folder
C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage Folder that contains the date/time data models subfolders
hrs18.bpkg Name of the BPKG file to use when calling DEP
surveys\hrs18 Used to find the files inside of the date/time data model subfolder
HRS18 Root of the names of the data model files (e.g., hrs18.bdix, hrs18.bmix, 

etc.)
SampID Name of primary key field in Blaise. Used for pulling data from the 

instrument.
-EnableResize:true -InitialWindowState:Maximize 
-EnableClose:false

The command line parameters that control the behavior of the DEP 
window

Preload.asc Name of the file that contains the preload string.  Written from tCapi 
and used by the Preload Manipula script.

AscToBla.msux -Q:true Name of the Preload Manipula script that puts the contents of the 
preload.asc file into the BDBX

HRS18.bdbx*..\..\settings\AuditTrailData.db*
..\..\settings\Cari.db*

Asterisk-delimited list of files to zip up into the BLOB

BlatoBla.msux Name of Manipula script that does data model migration on the laptop

6. Using the Blaise API

SRC has written a C#.NET DLL that references functions from the Blaise API in order to bring survey 
data into SurveyTrak.  This DLL is also used to write data from SurveyTrak to Blaise if the study requires 
it.  

Passed to the DLL from SurveyTrak are the following:
1. Path to the BDIX.  For example: 

C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage\2018-08-03,09,35,00\surveys\hrs18\HRS18.bdix 
2. Path to the BMIX.  For example: 

C:\blproj\HRS2018\storage\2018-08-03,09,35,00\surveys\hrs18\HRS18.bmix 
3. Name of the primary key variable
4. Value of the primary key (the case ID)

The API functions used to retrieve the Blaise record are as follows:



To read the value of a specified variable:

To write a value to a specified variable:

Important note: In order for writing to Blaise to work, the Blaise license file serialnumber.txt must 
reside in the same location as the C#.NET DLL. Before the license expires a new serialnumber.txt must 
be sent to the laptops. 

7. CARI

An upcoming SRC field study will use Blaise 5.4 and CARI.  The current plan is for SurveyTrak to treat 
the Cari.db file like the AuditTrailData.db file.  The nightly merge process will extract the blobs from the 
Cari.db and copy the recording files to a file server.


